The Drive for Autonomy
CELEBRATING THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DARPA URBAN CHALLENGE VICTORY
Computer Science at CMU underpins divergent fields and endeavors in today’s world, all of which LINK SCS to profound advances in art, culture, nature, the sciences and beyond.

Alex Hauptmann, a research professor in the Language Technologies Institute, thinks so. Hauptmann and his team create tools that help solve the difficult problem of analyzing, processing and indexing videos captured in war-torn countries like Syria.

Viewing and hand-tagging videos collected from disparate sources to make them searchable and relational is a difficult task. Add to that the need to tag thousands upon thousands of videos, all with subtle contextual differences, and it can overwhelm humans.

Computer tools developed by Hauptmann’s team help human rights professionals amass evidence against perpetrators of injustice for criminal trials. Though it’s often difficult for computers to distinguish what defines torture, bombings aimed at civilians and other such crimes of war, the end goal is to make it easy to later find videos that relate to one another, gather evidence and build strong legal cases against perpetrators.

Can computers help protect human rights?

CMU’s Video Analysis Toolbox allows for easier tagging of large quantities of videos gathered in war-torn regions.
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It’s so true, isn’t it? The things we read in stories like the one in the Times or that we see on programs like the “60 Minutes” special on AI retell a narrative we know by heart: SCS does stuff. And the stuff we do and the products we create go into the world and make a difference. It’s like an unintentional secret we’ve all been privy to since our founding. And while we don’t like to brag, we don’t mind letting the rest of the world in on the secret. Now’s the perfect time for that.

The stories in this issue of The Link underscore and support all the recent hype around computer science at Carnegie Mellon. On one hand, we celebrate our history in a story about the 10th anniversary of our DARPA Urban Challenge win, while on the other we look ahead to our exciting new research initiatives and what they mean for the future. You’ll learn about how we’re working with the community to improve diversity in computer science before students even think about college, and how our researchers use computer science to understand the inner workings of our brains.

You may have read a great article this summer in the New York Times called “Pittsburgh Gets a Tech Makeover.” It hit newsstands on a Sunday in July, in the Style section of all places. None of us really saw it coming. But it had a lot to say about how the School of Computer Science has contributed to Pittsburgh’s recent boom. We don’t usually toot our own horns around here, but we’ll admit it was blush-inducingly complimentary.

Of the many wonderful things the author wrote — about our appeal for employers and collaborators like Amazon and Google, and how our projects often spill into and improve the city around us — I keep coming back to this line: “Put simply, where the tech world is going — self-driving cars; personal AI concierges; robot workers — is where Carnegie Mellon’s faculty and students have been for decades.”

The New York Times author also wrote “perhaps the secret, underlying driver for both the economy and the cool factor — the reason Pittsburgh now gets mentioned alongside Brooklyn and Portland, Ore., as an urban hot spot for millennials — isn’t chefs or artists but geeks.” We’re happy to be those geeks. And that our secret isn’t so secret anymore.

Andrew W. Moore
Dean, School of Computer Science
Mark Stehlik thinks a lot about the state of computer science in America. And it worries him.

According to Stehlik, assistant dean for outreach in SCS, roughly 500,000 technology jobs remain unfilled in the United States. And while SCS strives each year to graduate more than 200 of the brightest computing minds, that number represents a drop in the proverbial bucket.

“The U.S. is at risk of losing preeminence in the tech economy if we don’t get on this problem … and fast,” Stehlik says.

Alongside SCS Dean Andrew Moore and other senior college leadership, Stehlik hopes to tackle this problem at all levels: sparking more interest in students of all backgrounds prior to college, working on tricky policy issues that inhibit growth and building greater capacity in the U.S. educational system.

Computer Science for All

A large segment of U.S.-born college-bound computer science students come from well-funded high schools. They’re often the children of parents already working in technology, which makes attaining diversity in the field a difficult challenge.

Moore believes we are in danger of creating a technological hegemony in our society. “We can’t afford to have large parts of the population disenfranchised from the technological revolution we’re living in,” Stehlik adds. “It’s vitally important to change the demographics of computer science.”

To address the lack of diversity in computer science and increase the capacity of students who want to study computer science in college, SCS works hand-in-hand with the TEALS program, a partnership with Microsoft Philanthropies. TEALS recruits computer science professionals to volunteer their time with teachers and students in high school classrooms across the country that lack quality computer science education and curriculum.

According to Jonathan Reynolds, SCS outreach project manager, the TEALS program reaches across the country, but this year has expanded to eight of the nine Pittsburgh public high schools, in part because CMU graduates make up the largest group of TEALS volunteers after the University of Washington. But there is plenty of room for growth.

More volunteers equates to more students gaining access and increased capacity. “The students we engage are very capable of learning the content and understanding the material, but no one has told them that before,” Reynolds says.

Because computer scientists make more money than teachers, there is a dearth of qualified instructors. The knowledge gained in the industry never returns to the educational system — a problem that will compound as the U.S. economy becomes increasingly technology-based.

“We put this in the category of ‘wicked’ problems — those without clear beginning and end points,” says Ashley Patton, director of engagement. “And those take a lot of thoughtful tactics to avoid doing more harm than good.”
Making Computer Science Count

Piquing student interest and building capacity for computer science might not be the most difficult parts of this wicked problem. Achieving a cohesive governmental approach to policy and convincing disparate school districts to invest in computer science must also be addressed.

Computer science teachers are often poached from their school’s mathematics department. So in a zero-sum game with tightening school budgets, a principal who hires a computer science teacher often loses a math teacher. That’s a tough sell to school boards, even as they recognize the advantages of educating for a growing tech economy.

“The focus has been on math and reading, and then STEM,” Stehlik says. “I think the key now is putting the ‘C’ [of computer science] into STEM — making ‘C’ a first-class player at this table.”

Even when school districts do hire CS teachers, most of them receive little to no training in CS certification before standing in front of a classroom. A full third of U.S. states still consider computer science education an elective, and the states where it counts as a science credit still value physics and math over computer science curriculum. Most of those CS curricula are not very good and are certainly inconsistent. Computer science does not exist on any of the college entrance exams, which inhibits potential incentives for teaching it. Since no national and few state standards exist for CS, no broadly adopted standardized textbooks have been written. And because all school districts make their own decisions, there are thousands of tiny governing bodies to try to convince. These are all large-scale challenges.

CS Academy

SCS has a history of solving big problems, and it’s tackling the challenges inherent in increasing the CS workforce on many fronts and through numerous channels. SCS experts routinely speak before Congress and at all levels of government, to school boards, and to any and all potential influencers. Workforce redevelopment, a summer “Teach the Teachers” program and a variety of other outreach efforts all have their place in the equation.

But a new effort led by Stehlik and David Kosbie, associate teaching professor, tackles these problems head on. In the spring, SCS will launch a pilot program called CS Academy that will provide high-quality computer science curriculum and teacher support — all developed and chiefly maintained by CMU undergraduate students as part of a class taught by Kosbie.

According to Kosbie, the planets have aligned and the time is right.

“There’s this strong consensus that high school administrators are looking to CS to provide leadership and guidance in this area,” Kosbie says. “Even places that have a strong teacher still need curriculum and support for that teacher.”

CMU’s backing for this program makes an enormous difference toward its success. Kosbie also notes several other elements that will help the program succeed in high schools. First, it has to be offered free of charge because many high schools are financially strapped, and it must be made available to everyone. Second, the program has to be world-class. It needs to start great and get better. Third, it has to employ automatic grading to remove the burden of marking mountains of homework each night for the teachers. And fourth, it must include embedded professional development, down to the individual exercise level. This also includes videos describing how to derive the solutions, online teacher training and summer institutes.

The CS Academy pilot launching this coming spring deploys a Python course for ninth grade students. The pilot will run in 17 school districts mostly in the Pittsburgh region, initially reaching 700 students. For fall of 2018, Kosbie hopes to grow that number five to 10 times, eventually reaching Moore’s ultimate goal of one million students within five years.

“That’s a home run,” Kosbie says. “But we are seriously trying to hit that goal. We are making the decisions we need to do that.”

After the ninth grade Python course, a slate of follow-up, second-level courses has been planned, including computational math, computational art, computational science, AP computer science test principles, and perhaps web development and robotics. Level three will be the more difficult AP Computer Science A exam and advanced topics courses. In the vision, level four — which is for very few people — will be CMU’s 15-112: Fundamentals of Programming course, offered for college credit.

As an added benefit, the CMU students developing the CS Academy are gaining real-world experiential learning. “They’re leading and being part of real development teams,” Kosbie says. “They’re working in the field with high school students and the process of developing the product for them. There’s a lot of excitement in the class right now over these possibilities. There’s also a lot of consternation in the class, because this is not just a class. It’s not sanitized for their protection.”

The CS Academy represents a huge effort to bridge an equally huge gap.

“We are going to succeed or fail in a big way, either way,” Kosbie says.
On the day the Tartan Racing Team turned over Boss, their autonomous Chevy Tahoe, to military officials, Bryan Salesky says he felt like a parent dropping off a child on the first day of preschool.

“What’s he going to do to the other cars?” Salesky, the software lead for the team, recalls thinking, “Can he handle this? Did we raise him right?”

That moment, at a decommissioned Air Force base in the Mojave Desert in November 2007, separated theory from practice. The CMU team had built Boss with a range of capabilities specified for the DARPA Urban Challenge. The military’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency mandated that cars in the competition merge into traffic, avoid roadway obstacles, recognize signals like stop signs and parallel park — all without a driver. With just software and sensors, the cars had to display all the skills 16-year-olds learn to obtain a driver’s license. Until this point, the Tartan Racing Team could tweak a system when Boss faltered. Once in DARPAs hands, Boss had to show all those abilities independently.
And it did. Among 53 collegiate robotics teams, 11 produced autonomous cars that qualified for the final rounds of the challenge. DARPA ranked those 11 by how quickly and efficiently they performed various tasks. Boss came in first, netting the $2 million prize. The deciding factor was the road race component of the challenge, in which Boss finished 20 minutes ahead of the next competitor.

The race was a pivotal event in the development of autonomous cars. Two years prior, DARPA gathered teams, including Tartan Racing, to create cars that could drive down a desert road unaided. But Boss and its best 2007 competitors could, theoretically, drive safely down any road in the U.S., alongside human-driven and other autonomous cars. This sparked the interest of auto companies, specialty vehicle manufacturers and tech giants.

CMU celebrated the anniversary of this milestone this past October with a four-day seminar, where students and faculty met with corporate sponsors looking to augment their own autonomous development—an area of research proven commercially viable by the Urban Challenge.

“Most of the world looks at that as a Lindbergh-takes-Paris moment,” says William “Red” Whittaker, Fredkin University Research Professor at the Robotics Institute and leader of the 2007 Tartan Racing Team.

By the mid-2000s, robotics had reached a point where the military was interested in developing autonomous vehicles for supply lines. Congress mandated that the Defense Department make one-third of its vehicles driverless by 2015 (a goal that proved infeasible). It wasn’t cost-effective to task a contractor with creating them. But for a few million dollars in prize money, DARPA could incentivize some of the best minds in robotics to work on the problem.

CMU researchers received the specifications for the 2007 challenge 18 months before the event. They secured a site off campus in a decommissioned steel mill near the Monongahela River. Dubbed “Robot City,” the area had a make-shift racetrack and a few trailers where key personnel set up desks. It gave them enough space to test a robotized SUV on a daily basis. The sponsor, GM, donated the Tahoe and named it “Boss” after the nickname of GM research and development founder Charles F. Kettering.

Boss utilized years of research on sensor recognition. “Someone had done work on how to stay on traffic lines and some on how a vehicle would pick up on signs,” says Salesky. “It was a matter of cobbled it all together and seeing it in action.” About 70 to 80 CMU faculty had some involvement in developing the software or hardware.

“It was months of devising and switching out systems,” says John Dolan, principal systems scientist and professor in the Robotics Institute, “and then we had to freeze the software at a certain point and only work on fixing bugs. … I don’t think we knew it would work at race time. I don’t think you ever really know in robotics.”

For the challenge, DARPA made the former Air Force facility look like a NASCAR track, with a JumboTron-like screen and sports announcers. “It was a better setup than previous Grand Challenges,” recalls Spencer Spiker, a principal research engineer at the time. “There was a lot more to see for the crowd. A lot of people came out.”

Declaring a winner also had an echo of sports. “They counted down the top competitors by rank,” says Salesky. “When we heard the second-place winner was someone else, we started cheering. We knew then.”

Weeks later, Tartan Racing Team leaders attended a reception with DARPA officials in Washington, D.C. Dolan recalls that Tony Tether, then head of the agency, told them the private sector would take over advancement. “It was not good timing,” says Dolan. “There was a huge slump in the auto industry.”

After digging out from the recession, auto and tech manufacturers poured billions into getting autonomous vehicles ready for public roads. Members of the 2007 Tartan Racing Team have been at the forefront of this effort. Salesky is CEO of Argo, a tech startup into which GM has invested $1 billion. Chris Urmson, the technology lead for the 2007 team, spent years in Google’s autonomous division and is now heading his own startup, Aurora.

“I think it taught me to have a sense of pride,” says Spiker, who works for a company developing autonomous helicopters. He says his work is “similar to grand challenges, in that you know it will take years to work out the bugs and you keep patience.”

Uber established a pilot program for self-driving cars in Pittsburgh, where human drivers maintain ultimate control but the vehicles mainly navigate with autonomous sensors. This Uber division has consistently hired CMU robotics veterans.

The first-place trophy meant CMU has been first in line for advanced military research projects, says Whittaker.

Dolan, who continues to study robotics at CMU, says the work ahead for autonomous vehicle developers is still staggering. GPS isn’t reliable in all conditions and there isn’t a localized tool that can consistently measure distances of an inch or two, necessary for everyday transportation. Cars will have to be programmed around different country’s driving customs and habits. Then there is the human element. People will have to learn to trust and share the road with driverless cars. The insurance industry will have to measure their risk potential. It’s a long way until there’s a self-driving car in every middle-class driveway, but Dolan can see that future.

“I think there will be more pilot programs like the one in Pittsburgh,” he says. “Someday, they’ll be all over a city and the residents will get to a point when they don’t even think about them anymore, and then it will be time.”

Chris Urmson, technology lead for the 2007 Tartan Racing Team, stands with Boss, the winning autonomous vehicle in the DARPA Urban Challenge.
The key to developing truly assistive robots — those that can navigate the unpredictable and often disorderly world in which humans live — may lie in the earliest and most basic form of human interaction: eye gaze. Carnegie Mellon Assistant Professor Henny Admoni uses eye gaze and other forms of nonverbal communication to develop intelligent systems for assistive robots that will coexist seamlessly with people, making our everyday lives better and safer.

The field of robotics is in the throes of a massive transition, from robots that function autonomously in such settings as factory floors to those designed to function harmoniously with humans in their homes. Carnegie Mellon researchers remain at the forefront of developing intelligent systems for our daily lives that will simplify routine tasks and, more importantly, enable the elderly and people with disabilities to maintain independence.

But for robots to be really helpful to people, they have to understand people, says Admoni, who applies insights from her earlier work in cognitive science to her work in CMU’s Robotics Institute. Through their own research, cognitive scientists recognize human eye gaze as an important and meaningful tool humans use to communicate. They know, for example, that people look at an object before reaching for it. The eye's physical characteristics have evolved to make it easier for humans to follow one another's gaze in conversation or while working together on a task. Admoni’s work applies this data to human-robot interactions.

"One key way to achieve shared autonomy for a task involving humans and robots is to leverage nonverbal behaviors that humans are already producing," Admoni says.

Part of Admoni’s research focuses on assistive robot manipulator arms that people can control to achieve important daily tasks like taking a sip of water. Today, that control occurs primarily through joysticks and adaptive devices operated by mouth or an array of buttons on the headrest of a wheelchair. These approaches can be time-consuming and mentally and physically challenging endeavors for people with physical disabilities, some of the primary users of assistive robots. They often lead to operator fatigue and diminished performance, sometimes even to abandonment.

"Our researchers want to introduce intelligence into human-robot interactions that will mitigate these challenges," Admoni says. "We want a system where the robot can predict what the user is trying to accomplish, and then take action to assist the user."

To achieve truly shared autonomy for tasks involving humans and robots — like retrieving a jar of pickles from the refrigerator using an assistive arm — robots must learn to recognize meaning in people's nonverbal behaviors, and from those behaviors decipher intent. They also have to produce nonverbal signals of their own that have meaning for people.

In Admoni’s Human and Robot Partners (HARP) lab, she and her research team use eye-gaze trackers to gather data and develop algorithms for use in commercially available assistive devices for people with upper-body mobility impairment. The team strives to make software that brings about...
progressive, shared autonomy for human-robot tasks capable of adapting over the lifetime of the individual and being used in a variety of situations.

HARP’s eye-gaze research is a multidisciplinary effort that involves fundamental robotics algorithms and techniques from artificial intelligence and machine learning. In the lab, researchers are developing computer models of how humans use gaze to represent intention and direct their attention in a scene. They’re modeling how people make decisions about what they intend to do, and how they communicate those intentions verbally and nonverbally.

But the unpredictable and sometimes disorderly approach human beings take to doing things creates research challenges.

"Even though eye gaze can predict what a person is about to do, it is an extremely noisy signal because people are always using their eyes for different kinds of tasks," Admoni says. In simple conversation, people may look at each other most of the time, but not all the time. A person may look away when distracted or to reference an object someone is talking about. As a result, the data can be appear to be in conflict with itself.

HARP research tackles the scientific challenge by applying machine-learning techniques that will extract specific features from the eye-gaze data. Machine learning can then analyze the data and learn a function for predicting when eye gaze is indicative of human intention.

To extract meaningful data, the HARP team also looks to cognitive science to define eye-gaze features that suggest a certain effect, like looking away in a conversation to indicate that a person is thinking. Or that people’s eyes naturally turn in the direction someone else is looking.

Robotics is on the cusp of allowing humans and artificial intelligence systems to work in close collaboration, and the melding of these two sciences pushes the field to the next level.

“These tightly coupled human-robot systems are a great way to take advantage of the power of human capability and the power of robots,” says Admoni, who believes sharing autonomy with robots for daily chores will be available commercially within two decades.

Computer science and cognitive science have gone hand-in-hand for a long time, but now tools like eye trackers investigate cognitive science in real time. Admoni and her team’s visionary research continues Carnegie Mellon’s decades-long tradition of developing technology that enriches human life and solves real-world problems.

“I get really excited about the potential of this technology to help people,” Admoni says, “especially for the elderly and people with disabilities.”

“We want a system where the robot can predict what the user is trying to accomplish, and then take action to assist the user.”

— Assistant Professor Henny Admoni
When Raj Reddy, Moza Bint Nasser University Professor of Computer Science and Robotics, was a young computer science student at Stanford University in the early 1960s, his advisor suggested he try to use a computer to understand human speech.

“That was the first time we had a computer that could actually listen to speech, and I was able to do a simple word recognizer in a month or two. I said, ‘You know, I think I can solve the speech problem in two or three years.’

He was just a wee bit overoptimistic.

In fact, it took until last year for computer speech recognition systems to match humans in the ability to accurately perceive telephone-quality conversations by random speakers.

One of the ongoing challenges of computer speech recognition programs is accurately identifying what is being said, regardless of who is saying it — a child or an adult, a man or a woman, a person with a Southern or Indian accent.

That ability — to recognize speech from a wide variety of people — was what stymied early speech recognition systems and formed the early challenges to the field after Reddy moved to Carnegie Mellon in 1969.

Reddy’s early success was based on a computer understanding a single speaker, but he noted that “recognizing the speech of one person is a far different matter than recognizing speech by anyone in an open population.”

Today, thanks to advances in artificial intelligence and a vast trove of speech samples that computers can educate themselves on, speech recognition systems like Siri, Alexa, Cortana and Google are highly accurate in hearing and responding to people’s questions.

“I used to say 15 years ago that human-like speech recognition will never happen in my lifetime,” Reddy said. “But they now have millions of hours of speech and huge cloud-based computing capabilities to train these systems.”

Still, all of today’s digital assistants owe much of their chatty fluency to the early work done at Carnegie Mellon by Reddy, graduate student Kai-Fu Lee (CS 1988) and Professor Geoffrey Hinton, who went on to pioneer deep-learning computer systems at the University of Toronto and Google.

In particular, current systems owe a debt to two early programs: Harpy, developed by Reddy and his colleagues at CMU in the 1970s, and Sphinx, developed by Lee as part of his Ph.D. dissertation at CMU in the 1980s, with Reddy as supervisor.

Harpy used a statistical method for discerning patterns in speech sounds known as the Hidden Markov Model. It was pioneered by the husband-wife team of James (CS 1975) and Janet Baker (CS 1975), who came to CMU from the University of Rochester. The approach was refined further by colleague Bruce Lowerre (CS 1976), who developed a streamlined way to hunt for possible solutions to translating human speech.

The work was funded by the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency, and while Harpy achieved decent accuracy in understanding a single speaker,
“And that nearly threw me off my chair,” Lee recalled. “But then he explained that he believed everybody is equal in the pursuit of science, and that if they got to work on what they were very passionate about, they were much more likely to be successful. And with all that support, I was able to create the first speaker-independent continuous speech recognition system.”

While Harpy and Sphinx may be the ancestors of Siri and Alexa, they were not nearly as accurate, fast and flexible as today’s systems.

The key breakthroughs that enabled the current speech recognition programs to leapfrog ahead over the last six years, Lee said, were deep-learning approaches pioneered by Hinton, who taught at Carnegie Mellon in the 1980s and now is a distinguished researcher for Google.

The key to these systems, Reddy said, is that they can learn and get better as they go along, using the huge volumes of recorded speech available from tech giants like Google, Apple, Microsoft and Amazon. “There has been machine learning throughout on speech recognition systems,” he said. “The main difference is that the learning was happening before on much smaller amounts of data. Now, the machine learning is happening on much larger amounts of data.”

Despite the rapid progress in speech recognition, Lee doesn’t think it is destined to eliminate typing and touch.

“Not only were the first computer apps developed based on typing and using a mouse, he said, but “interestingly, most of us don’t talk to our phones’ software because we are used to dragging and resizing and using touch.”

He thinks speech recognition will be useful mostly in a “hands-busy, eyes-busy” setting, like driving a car, or for voice-assistant devices like the Echo.

But Reddy said there is one untapped area of the global economy where speech recognition may have a major impact — the estimated 780 million adults around the world who are illiterate.

“These are people on the bottom of the pyramid who don’t read and write, and if you want to have access to that market, which is trillions of dollars a day in economic value, you need these voice recognition systems,” Reddy said.

But that raises another major challenge, he said — the need to train speech-recognition systems to understand many other languages, not just English, Chinese, German, Spanish and other major tongues.

“The economic power is there if you can hear and understand languages. That’s what I’ve been saying to people at Amazon. If you want to sell stuff to illiterate people in Africa and Asia, you need your computers to speak those languages.”

— Raj Reddy

Current systems owe a debt to two early programs: Harpy, developed by Reddy and his colleagues at CMU in the 1970s, and Sphinx, developed by Lee as part of his Ph.D. dissertation at CMU in the 1980s, with Reddy as supervisor.

The Harpy system used a statistical method for discerning patterns in speech sounds known as the Hidden Markov Model.

Current systems owe a debt to two early programs: Harpy, developed by Reddy and his colleagues at CMU in the 1970s, and Sphinx, developed by Lee as part of his Ph.D. dissertation at CMU in the 1980s, with Reddy as supervisor.

it couldn’t do it in real time. “In those days,” Reddy said, “people would say, ‘Give me an hour and I’ll get it right,’ and people would get tired of waiting.”

When Kai-Fu Lee came to Pittsburgh to work on his Ph.D., he had to reinvent the wheel.

Lee also used the Hidden Markov Model to develop his program, but by then, Carnegie Mellon no longer had the source code for the original Harpy system, Baker said in an email. So Lee developed a new system, Sphinx, from scratch, and it outperformed competing computer systems.

The key breakthrough of Sphinx was its ability to translate words from a variety of speakers.

What was remarkable about the project, Lee recalled in a speech he gave in Beijing six years ago, was that Reddy gave him permission to completely switch direction on his thesis and use the statistical approach to speech recognition, even though the federal funding CMU had at the time was supposed to be spent on another technique known as the expert system model.

“After a year,” he said, “I went back to Reddy and said, ‘Raj, I love working on speech recognition and I love working for you, but can you let me use statistical methods to collect data, train discriminate models and do pattern recognition?’ He asked me a bunch of questions, after which he said, ‘Kai-Fu, I don’t agree with you, but I support you.’”

“The big breakthroughs that enabled the current speech recognition programs to leapfrog ahead over the last six years, Lee said, were deep-learning approaches pioneered by Hinton, who taught at Carnegie Mellon in the 1980s and now is a distinguished researcher for Google.

The key to these systems, Reddy said, is that they can learn and get better as they go along, using the huge volumes of recorded speech available from tech giants like Google, Apple, Microsoft and Amazon. “There has been machine learning throughout on speech recognition systems,” he said. “The main difference is that the learning was happening before on much smaller amounts of data. Now, the machine learning is happening on much larger amounts of data.”

Despite the rapid progress in speech recognition, Lee doesn’t think it is destined to eliminate typing and touch.
In less time than it takes to read this article, one person in the United States will develop Alzheimer’s disease. It kills more people than breast cancer and prostate cancer combined. And while heart disease still ranks as the country’s top killer, deaths from it have decreased 14 percent since 2000. But deaths associated with Alzheimer’s disease? They’ve increased by 89 percent during that same time period.

Andreas Pfenning wants to reverse that trend.

An assistant professor in the Computational Biology Department, Pfenning belongs to a research consortium using data-driven computer science and biology to help treat the nation’s sixth leading cause of death.

To understand Pfenning’s research, partially supported by the university’s BrainHub initiative, you need to know a little bit about the underlying biology of genomics. An organism’s complete set of DNA is its genome, and almost every cell in the body houses a complete copy of that genome. But different parts of the genome are activated in different parts of the body, effectively defining each individual cell’s role. Mutations or variations in the genome can indicate a predisposition to problems like developing a disease or the potential for birth defects.

While he was a post-doc at MIT, Pfenning belonged to a group that mapped the parts of the genome that are active in different cell types and tissues. Now, his lab at Carnegie Mellon is using that data — plus data on the genetic mutations that may lead to Alzheimer’s disease — to help interpret what the cells associated with the mutation are doing and how the mutations may eventually lead to the disease.

It’s no small undertaking, which is where the computational part of computational biology comes into play.

Pfenning’s team works with two large sets of data: a genome-wide association study that gives them a sense of which parts of the genome are related to Alzheimer’s disease predisposition, and data from the Cure Alzheimer’s Fund that sequences the genome of people with Alzheimer’s disease and compares it to a control group. The problem is that the first set of data doesn’t tell them anything about the
mutation that actually causes Alzheimer's. And the second set of data lacks the statistical power to make decisive conclusions about which mutations cause the disease.

“In both cases, you’re left with the question of how a mutation in the genome leads to Alzheimer's disease,” Pfenning said. “We want to interpret what that mutation is doing. That’s where the computational methods come in.”

Using deep learning and machine learning techniques, his team built convolutional neural network models. In layman’s terms, they created a neural network model that uses the genome and mutation data as input. As output, it estimates how active that part of the genome is in a different cell type or tissue. Ideally, the model could tell researchers how a genetic mutation related to Alzheimer's could impact a specific cell type.

“The model is really complicated computer code that links the genome sequence to function across different cell types,” Pfenning said. “These methods excel at learning hidden and more complicated interactions between different types of genetic sequences.”

At the end of the day, though, all computer science can offer is a hypothesis like “I think this mutation will impact Alzheimer's disease in these cells.” So Pfenning has also established an experimental lab to complement the group’s computational efforts with high-throughput biological methods for developing new technologies.

Here’s how it works.

Based on the hypotheses generated in the computer model, the Pfenning group can order two versions of the genome: one with an Alzheimer's-associated mutation and one without. They can do this for anywhere from hundreds to thousands of points on the genome.

Under the direction of lab manager Ashley Brown and BrainHub post-doc Morgan Wirthlin, Pfenning’s team created a method to insert those fragments of genetic code into small, circular pieces of DNA and inject them behind a mouse’s eyeball. The pieces of DNA integrate into the animal, which continues to behave and function normally. Later, they dissect out parts of the brain they think are related to Alzheimer’s and use the tissue they collect to measure how active those genomic fragments are. They then plug these findings back into the computer model. The more data they feed into the model, the more accurate it becomes.

“This is part of the vision of the Computational Biology Department at CMU,” Pfenning said. “There aren’t too many computational biology departments out there, and traditionally they’ve analyzed existing data sets or built theoretical models for researchers. Where I’m trying to go with this research is to integrate computer science and biology in very progressive ways. To design the computational problem in a way that we can follow up on experimentally, and then design our experimental system to feed back into the computational model.”

So far, Pfenning’s group has proven their laboratory technique works. And computational biology Ph.D. student Easwaran Ramamurthy has built the first generation of computational models that use deep learning to predict what mutations are doing in different tissues and cell types.

Pfenning hopes to release the results from initial experiments soon. Meanwhile, his group continues to refine the model with laboratory data and bolster the dataset of the parts of the genome they’re confident are connected to Alzheimer's disease. They also hope to start building more detailed biological models for how specific mutations impact the disease process. Ultimately, they want to move into drug development.

“If you know the various biological pathways by which nature influences the predisposition to Alzheimer's, you’re in a better position to develop the drugs that target those pathways,” Pfenning said.

He’s not alone in his efforts. Members of the CIRCUITS consortium live and work all over the globe — at MIT, the Salk Institute for Biological Studies in California, Massachusetts General Hospital, the University of Sheffield in the UK and Germany’s University of Luebeck. Each group has undertaken different components of the project, from sequencing the genome to performing genomic research on post-mortem brain samples.

Pfenning’s group is just one link in a chain that could one day lead to incredible advances in how we understand and treat Alzheimer’s. Much of that has to do with treating the problem as a computational one.

“Data drives my approach,” Pfenning said. “It’s not like we have this symptom or hypothesis and we try to trace the biological origins of it. Instead, we start with an unbiased approach, like a statistical analysis of the parts of the genome related to Alzheimer's, and we build up to the underlying biological mechanisms.” Another reason to be hopeful for their success is the CIRCUITS group itself.

“We designed the group strategically to hit all of these relevant and interrelated research areas,” Pfenning said. “This broad and diverse group of people coming together is analogous to the size and distance of the problem we’re trying to solve with all these moving parts.”

With one person developing Alzheimer’s Disease every 66 seconds, there’s no time to waste.

“We’re getting better at treating heart disease and cancer, and people are living longer. A lot of those treatments have come from big investments at the national level,” Pfenning said. “We’re reaching a crisis point where we really need to start investing more in Alzheimer’s research to come up with effective treatments and cures. It’s important.”
CS senior Eric Zhu arrived at Carnegie Mellon four years ago and felt a little unfocused. He’d had a great Sleeping Bag Weekend experience at CMU when he was a high school senior, and even decided to major in computer science based on conversations he had with a few upperclassmen he met during that trip. He earned decent grades and participated in Student Senate and a few other activities. But the Bergen County, N.J., native still felt a little unsettled.

Then something amazing happened. “At the end of freshman year, someone I really admired pulled me aside and told me she was part of a tradition where a sophomore identifies a first-year student they think is most likely to change the world. And that student was me,” Zhu said. “In that moment, I went from being someone who was unsure of myself at CMU to someone with the confidence to pursue my dreams.”

Flash forward three years and Zhu is a self-assured senior about to embark on what will undoubtedly be a successful career in the tech industry. He officially majors in computer science but he’s also served two years on CMU’s Student Senate, spent a year as a resident assistant, made an effort to take at least one humanities course each semester, participated in CMU Mock Trial and has never abandoned his love of classical piano.

He’s a true Renaissance man. Within SCS, Zhu has not only excelled in his courses, but has also undertaken a senior research project with Taylor Berg-Kirkpatrick, assistant professor in the Language Technologies Institute, and Matt Gormley, assistant teaching professor in the Machine Learning Department. Together, they’re investigating how natural language processing techniques can be applied to music.

“Right now, if you use long short-term memory networks to generate music, it sounds like someone who used to know how to play piano forgot how to play good music,” Zhu said. “We’re trying to see if we can adapt models to automatically learn to compose a song that sounds coherent.”

Zhu also spent the past two summers interning at Google — working in the Ads group the first year, and then the Knowledge Engine project this past summer.

In addition to his academic work, Zhu has played an important role in the larger CMU community. While on Student Senate, he spearheaded the Faculty Student Lunch program, which brings students and faculty members together outside the classroom to discuss issues beyond academics. He’s served on the Provost’s Working Group for Health and Well-Being Services, and belongs to CMU’s student alumni association, the Highland Ambassadors.

For those reasons and more, he’s also received this year’s Mark Stehlik SCS Alumni Undergraduate Impact Scholarship. “Eric embodies what is best about Carnegie Mellon students. He is sharp intellectually and technically, but is also caring and concerned about his fellow students,” said Mark Stehlik, assistant dean for outreach.

Before he leaves CMU, he has advice for students following in his footsteps. “Don’t forget why you came here,” Zhu said. “A lot of people come to CMU and get stuck in the minutiae of each course. But there’s a reason that you chose CMU and it’s probably not to get all As. It’s important to remember the bigger picture.”

But what about that tradition of pulling aside a talented first-year, the one that gave him the confidence to be successful at CMU? Obviously, he continued it. And to this day, it keeps on going. It’s amazing what a little confidence boost can do. ■
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The Hero’s Mindset
Nick Keppler

Although employed by the School of Computer Science, Geoff Kaufman isn’t a tech researcher. The psychologist studies how fiction, games and other simulated experiences reshape a person’s worldview. It’s a niche that has moved online, where social media is the most widespread simulated experience ever shared. Hence, Kaufman is at the Human-Computer Interaction Institute studying it.

“I was seeing all the technologies being developed and the ubiquity of computing and how it was introducing new ways of interacting,” Kaufman says. “I knew my work would be to understand those interactions and use new technologies to reduce prejudice.”

At The Ohio State University and then Dartmouth College, Kaufman built a body of research showing the persuasive influence of fiction. In one study, he found that a brief fictitious account about sexism at a college physics lab elicited more sympathy for the protagonist than did the same scenario presented as a nonfiction essay. Another, he found that the later a short story author introduces a character’s affiliation with an “outsider group” — such as a racial minority or place in the LGBT spectrum — the more college-aged readers outside that group say they identified with that character.

“There is an unconscious resistance to a person you know is trying to persuade you,” Kaufman says. “When you are reading something as entertainment, those guards are down and you become more accepting and open.” He sought some practical use for this knowledge.

Social media seems to be doing the opposite of challenging prejudices. Streams of it are channeled into ideological echo chambers, and it’s provided a platform for vitriol and bullying.

Kaufman and his doctoral students are researching ways to tweak online interactions to encourage empathy. One is compiling research about trolling — making provocative comments just to illicit reactions. Another is looking at the unique language of memes. He and some of his students have contracted with a website design firm to find ways to cool down user interactions. A surprisingly successful method: have users look at a set of eyes and report the mood they convey, instead of one of those prove-you’re-not-a-robot tests of typing a set of numbers and letters displayed in an image.

Kaufman’s current project is a social media simulation, where students in a group make up a character and interact with other groups posting as a single fictional figurehead on the social network Slack. They’re encouraged to add biographical details to build the character: one student will contribute the birthplace, another an ethnicity, another the sexual orientation, etc. “It’s a way of recognizing commonalities while acknowledging differences,” he says.

Ultimately, he would like to create a series of digital and physical games for pre-high school audiences meant to subtly reduce prejudice, but the key is not to seem “educational.” “Once a game is labeled educational, kids are 50 percent less likely to play it,” he says. “These games have to work on their own.”

He says this interest stems from childhood. He also noticed his classmates’ tendency to target emotionally stunted or mentally disabled classmates or those from families of lower socio-economic status. “I felt like I wanted to intervene in some way,” he says, “not that I had a unique ability to.” Just noticed how naturally most kids picked up on that and wanted some way to change it.”
Anoop Gupta (CS 1986) is the co-founder and CEO of Zipstorm Inc., the startup behind SeekOut. Prior to that, he was the corporate vice president for technology policy and strategy at Microsoft, as well as the technology assistant to Bill Gates.

Tell us about your career journey.
When I came to CMU from India in 1980, I never could have imagined the amazing opportunities I would be given. From being a CS prof at Stanford, to founding one of the earliest streaming-media startups in 1995 (Vxtreme was acquired by Microsoft in 1997), joining Microsoft and changing research focus from parallel computation to communications and collaboration systems at Microsoft Research, to reporting directly to Bill Gates advising on product and strategy, to heading global technology policy and strategy for technology policy and strategy, to Bill Gates advising on product and strategy, to heading Microsoft and changing research focus from parallel computation to communications and collaboration systems at Microsoft Research, to reporting directly to Bill Gates advising on product and strategy, to heading the entire multibillion enterprise communications business at Microsoft, heading global technology policy for Microsoft, and now coming full circle to co-founding SeekOut, a six-person startup. What I have relished most is the opportunity to work closely and learn from some of the best minds in the world, across a variety of disciplines. Each opportunity has allowed me to get out of my comfort zone and learn something new from my failures and successes.

How has SCS influenced or prepared you for your career path?
My years at CMU provided the foundation for my career going forward — from deep conviction about the value of interdisciplinary research, to the systems-building and deployment mindset, to the “reasonable-person” principle as a foundation for how we must approach people in our communities. At every step of my journey, I have found incredible alumni from CMU as partners, mentors and managers. Being a CMU SCS alum creates a default trust that you must be good and trustworthy; it opens doors to new opportunities. People are willing to take a chance on you. That is an incredible head start for any journey one undertakes, and I feel grateful for having this association with CMU.

You and your family have an incredible legacy at CMU.
When I am asked what has been the most lasting and incredible gift from CMU, my answer is simple. I met my life partner, my best friend, my wife of 29 years (Yumi Iwasaki) at CMU. She was Herb Simon’s Ph.D. student and I was Allen Newell’s Ph.D. student, so you all know now how the hierarchy works in our household. It was incredible to have had the opportunity to work with the founders of SCS; to learn not just about the field of CS but what it meant to live a life of intellectual pursuit and innovation. We have also been extremely blessed that two of our children have attended CMU — our daughter, Meena, graduated from SCS in 2017 and our youngest son, Nikhil, is a sophomore in SCS. My nephew, Akih Wable, graduated from SCS in 2005 and was one of the early employees at Facebook.

What does SCS mean to you and your family?
SCS and CMU feel like our extended family. I have often found that you may not have had the opportunity to be with a family member for a few years, but when you do get together, it instantly feels like you were never apart. There is instant connection, there is familiarity. You know the deep values that you both hold dear, you know they care and you care. When we visit CMU, there is an instant bond, and amazingly Raj Reddy hasn’t changed at all in the last 30 years. Whenever we get together with fellow alumni, there is instant connection. And we know that CMU and SCS will always be there, pushing the boundaries of the field, pushing interdisciplinary research to solve society’s hardest problems, and churning out the best students in the world.

What was the initial idea that gave rise to SeekOut?
Our trajectory through life — what opportunities we work on, who we get to work with, what impact we make — is a big part of how we find meaning and fulfillment in our lives. Our starting point was the belief that great opportunities often arise when we step beyond our immediate circles of friends and colleagues. However, the problem of finding relevant professionals outside of our immediate circles is not well addressed. Our mission is to build the best people-search engine that allows you to discover and reach relevant professionals beyond your existing networks.

What does SeekOut offer that is unique and better than its competition?
When it comes to people-search, Google and Bing are not great at allowing you to discover relevant professionals based on sophisticated criteria of background, skills and interests. LinkedIn is the biggest player, but we believe they also provide subpar results, both due to business-model considerations and underlying technology. SeekOut brings together many diverse sources of information. Our results are not limited by your existing connections, we leverage machine-learning in unique ways to improve results and we provide more user-friendly ways to communicate. How does SeekOut use AI?
Just a couple of examples. When you are aggregating data about people from diverse sources, the textual information you get is extremely diverse and not normalized in any way. To extract relevant entities that would make sense to our users is a hard categorization and machine-learning problem. Similarly, when you search for people, and you say “find me people similar to current data-scientists at Facebook,” there may be hundreds of features in the search vector. How one optimizes results in such complex search spaces is also a hard machine-learning problem.

Why is that important?
Eventually, we will be judged by the intuitiveness and the quality of results that our people-search engine provides. Without the data-driven machine learning, it would be infeasible to deliver quality results.

What do you enjoy most about your work?
Working with my amazing colleagues on a deep, relevant problem in a fast-changing dynamic environment. Having conversations with our users to deeply understand their pain points (implicit and explicit) and ways in which we could innovate to make their lives just a little bit better.

What advice would you offer current students and entrepreneurs?
As behavioral economists would tell us, most of us are not very rational about estimating what is risky and what is not, and so we often don’t take enough of the right risks. Remember, when you’re early in your career, before you have families to support and big mortgages to pay, you have tremendous ability to take more risks in pursuing your vision for a better world. And, if you’re like me, don’t ever stop taking risks, reaching beyond your comfort zone, and learning and growing.
RoboTutor LLC, a Carnegie Mellon spinoff created by Robotics Institute Professor Emeritus Jack Mostow, was named one of five Global Learning XPRIZE finalists for its RoboTutor software — educational technology that teaches children basic math and reading skills. To become a finalist, the RoboTutor team beat out nearly 200 teams from 40 different countries.

XPRIZE aims to address the shortage of teachers in developing countries by funding an international competition to create open-source Android tablet apps that enable children ages 7 to 10 to learn basic reading, writing and math skills without adult assistance.

Each finalist team receives $1 million. XPRIZE will now conduct an independent, 15-month, large-scale study to field-test the finalists’ apps in nearly 200 Tanzanian villages. A $10 million grand prize will be awarded to the team whose app achieves the highest learning gains.

“It’s hard to explain the gratifying feeling knowing that your career’s work, which has helped thousands of children so far, could now potentially change the lives of millions — even billions — of children. XPRIZE and the RoboTutor team have given me the opportunity of a lifetime,” Mostow said.

Smartphone Privacy Technologies Take Center Stage at Ubicomp 2017

Two new CMU-developed technologies to safeguard your smartphone debuted this semester at the ACM International Joint Conference on Pervasive and Ubiquitous Computing (Ubicomp 2017).

The first, PrivacyStreams, enables app developers to access the smartphone data they need for app functionality while assuring users that their private information is safe.

“The library includes a number of programs that transform personal data into a desired output. A weather app, for instance, might need to access a smartphone’s location, but the output would only need to identify a city or a neighborhood to display the forecast.”

“We’re creating a new way of doing programming that makes it easier for the developer and also enhances privacy,” said HCI Associate Professor Jason Hong.

CMU researchers also introduced the Protect My Privacy (PmP) app for Android at the conference. Apps that share users’ locations, contacts and other sensitive information with third parties often do so through a handful of services called third-party libraries. PmP manages interactions with these libraries and tells users how each library treats the data, giving the user more context for making privacy decisions.

“Making decisions about what information to share with each library, rather than just what each app should share, dramatically reduces the number of decisions a user has to make to protect privacy,” said Yuvraj Agarwal, assistant professor in the Institute for Software Research.
CMU researchers deployed a snake-like robot to search for trapped survivors in an apartment building that collapsed following the earthquake that shook Mexico City in late September. The multijointed snakebot provided rescue workers with a video feed from two different passes through the rubble, but did not find any survivors, said Matt Travers, systems scientist in the Robotics Institute.

“We had hoped our robot could in some small way reduce the tragedy that occurred in Mexico City,” said Travers, who is co-director of the Biorobotics Lab that developed the snakebot. “The robot performed well, and the Mexican Red Cross workers with us said they would like to have a similar tool in the future.”

Howie Choset, a robotics professor who has led development of the snake robots for more than two decades, said the experience in Mexico City was valuable in demonstrating the robot’s capabilities and identifying additional qualities it needs to make it a useful search-and-rescue robot.

“This robot performed admirably,” Choset added. “But this experience has shown how much work and further development we still have to do.”

SCS Dean Andrew Moore has appointed Jodi Forlizzi as the new Charles M. Geschke Director of the Human-Computer Interaction Institute (HCII), where she has been a faculty member since 2000.

Forlizzi, who earned a self-defined Ph.D. in human-computer interaction and design at CMU, specializes in interaction design and has also served on the faculty of CMU’s School of Design.

“Jodi has repeatedly demonstrated with significant effectiveness her clear perspective on the important role HCII plays for all of SCS and for CMU more generally,” Moore said. “I have no doubt that during this critical decade — when advanced technology will change the rules of the game for everyone — we will succeed or fail based on the extent to which we incorporate technology to understand, assist and educate people, and base our design for the future on clear humanistic principles. Jodi is the perfect person to lead our efforts in this area.”

Forlizzi designs and researches systems ranging from peripheral displays to social and assistive robots. Her current research interests include designing educational games that are engaging and effective, designing services that adapt to people’s needs, and designing for healthcare.

She is a member of the Association for Computing Machinery’s CHI Academy, a group of researchers who have been judged by their peers as having made significant, cumulative contributions to the development of the HCI field. She has been honored by the Walter Reed Army Medical Center for excellence in HRI design research. She also has consulted with Disney and General Motors to create innovative product-service systems.
Delphi Group’s Flu Forecasts Prove Most Accurate

For the third year running, the Delphi research group’s forecasts of national influenza activity proved the most accurate among all forecasting systems evaluated by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

The researchers fielded two forecasting systems during the flu season that ended this past May. The systems ranked first and second among the 28 submitted to the CDC’s forecasting research initiative by university and governmental research groups.

“We’re gratified that our forecasting methods continue to perform as well as they do, but it’s important to remember that epidemiological forecasting remains in its infancy,” said Roni Rosenfeld, Delphi leader and professor in the Machine Learning and Language Technologies Institute (M L L T I). “The CDC’s flu forecasting initiative has proven invaluable to us, providing us with both the up-to-the-minute data and the feedback we need to constantly improve.”

Undergraduate Women Meet Leading Researchers at OurCS

About 100 female computer science majors gathered at CMU earlier this fall for OurCS, a workshop designed to give them hands-on experience with research.

Attendees heard from Nancy Amato, Regents Professor and Unocal Professor in computer science and engineering at Texas A&M University; and Alison Derbenwick Miller, vice president of Oracle Academy, who shared their insights on computer science research. The CS students also worked on projects in teams guided by scientists from academia and industry, and presented talks on their findings. Organizers hope the experience will motivate the women to consider graduate studies in computer science — a discipline in which women are underrepresented.

Near Earth Autonomy leverages decades of Robotics Institute expertise in autonomous flight, ranging from small drones to full-size aircraft. Its achievements include the first full-size autonomous helicopter flights in partnership with the U.S. Army in 2010, and ongoing work with the Office of Naval Research developing an autonomous aerial cargo delivery platform for the U.S. Marines.

Boeing Invests in Autonomous Flight Spinoff

Boeing has invested in Near Earth Autonomy, a spinoff of the Robotics Institute that focuses on autonomous flight technology, as well as a partnership in which the companies will explore emerging markets such as flying cars and other forms of urban mobility.

“This is an exciting opportunity for Near Earth,” said Sanjiv Singh, research professor of robotics and CEO of Near Earth Autonomy. “The Boeing HorizonX investment will accelerate the development of robust products and enable access to a broader portfolio of applications for aerial autonomy.”

Near Earth Autonomy leverages decades of Robotics Institute expertise in autonomous flight, ranging from small drones to full-size aircraft. Its achievements include the first full-size autonomous helicopter flights in partnership with the U.S. Army in 2010, and ongoing work with the Office of Naval Research developing an autonomous aerial cargo delivery platform for the U.S. Marines.

Smart Traffic Signals Will Help the Blind Cross Streets

Robotics Institute researchers have begun a two-year project to develop a system that relays information from a user’s smartphone directly to smart traffic signals. These signals, designed to improve the flow of traffic, could also help pedestrians who have visual or other disabilities safely cross streets, or even catch a bus.

“The smartphone can learn how fast the pedestrian moves, or if the user might have difficulty at certain intersections,” explained Research Professor of Robotics Stephen Smith. “The intersection could extend the green in real time to give her the extra time she needs. And it might monitor the phone’s location so that it notices if she starts moving outside the crosswalk.”

Development of the system will initially involve a set of existing smart signals on Pittsburgh’s Baum Boulevard and Centre Avenue near the Carnegie Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped. In the program’s second year, two additional intersections will be equipped with smart signals to connect the system with the Western Pennsylvania School for Blind Children in Oakland.

Uptake Donates $1 Million for “Machine Learning for Good”

Uptake, a Chicago-based predictive analytics software company, has donated $1 million to SCS to establish a faculty and student project fund, called Machine Learning for Social Good. The fund, overseen by Machine Learning and LTI Professor Roni Rosenfeld, will provide opportunities for faculty and students to apply their data science and machine learning expertise to initiatives that benefit the public sector.

“Machine learning and data science have already contributed immensely to improving education, public health, economic development, international aid and other pressing social needs,” Rosenfeld said. “That’s why this support from Uptake is so critical, and why we will engage faculty members and students from across SCS to bring forth our best talent to new applications.”

CMU will use the fund to support research projects for nongovernmental organizations, nonprofits and government agencies.

Get Ready for a Computer That Reads Body Language

Thanks to Robotics Institute researchers, computers can now understand the body poses and movements of multiple people from video in real time—including the pose of each individual’s fingers.

This new method was developed with the help of CMU’s Panoptic Studio, a two-story dome embedded with 500 video cameras. The insights gained from experiments in that facility now make it possible to detect the pose of a group of people using a single camera and a laptop.

Associate Professor of Robotics Yaser Sheikh said these methods for tracking 2-D human form and motion open up new ways for people and machines to interact, and for people to use machines to better understand the world around them. Recognizing hand poses, for instance, will help people interact with computers in new and more natural ways, such as by simply pointing at things.

“We communicate almost as much with the movement of our bodies as we do with our voice,” Sheikh said. “But computers are more or less blind to it.”
Names in the News

Rosana Guernica, a third-year student majoring in decision science and minor in innovation and entrepreneurship, in CMU’s Dietrich College of Humanities and Social Sciences, has (at the time of publication) raised more than $211,000 for Puerto Rico hurricane relief. Ivan Cao-Berg, a senior research programmer in the Computational Biology Department, is part of the team working to raise funds and distribute supplies. So far, they have chartered four planes and delivered roughly 76,500 pounds of supplies to the island.

CMU’s hacking team, the Plaid Parliament of Pwning, won its fourth World Series of Hacking title this summer at the DefCon security conference in Las Vegas. The team has more wins than any other team in the competition’s 21-year history.

Computer Science and Robotics Professor Jessica Hodgins received the 2017 Steven Anson Coons Award for Outstanding Creative Contributions to Computer Graphics from the ACM’s Special Interest Group on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques (SIGGRAPH). She was also elected president of the organization.

Roslan Salakhutdinov, Kathryn Roeder and Larry Wasserman received endowed professorships from UPMC to fund work in statistics, artificial intelligence, machine learning and data analytics, and help shape the future of healthcare.

LTI Professor Alexander Waibel has been named to the Leopoldina, the National Academy of Germany. He was also named honorary senator of the Hochschul-Rektorenkonferenz, an umbrella organization that represents German academia with the government and the public.

David Garlan, professor of computer science in the Institute for Software Research, will receive the Nancy Mead Award for Excellence in Software Engineering Education.

Ruslan Salakhutdinov, Kathryn Roeder and Larry Wasserman received endowed professorships from UPMC to fund work in statistics, artificial intelligence, machine learning and data analytics, and help shape the future of healthcare.
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Computer Science and Robotics Professor Jessica Hodgins received the 2017 Steven Anson Coons Award for Outstanding Creative Contributions to Computer Graphics from the ACM’s Special Interest Group on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques (SIGGRAPH). She was also elected president of the organization.

Roslan Salakhutdinov, Kathryn Roeder and Larry Wasserman received endowed professorships from UPMC to fund work in statistics, artificial intelligence, machine learning and data analytics, and help shape the future of healthcare.

LTI Professor Alexander Waibel has been named to the Leopoldina, the National Academy of Germany. He was also named honorary senator of the Hochschul-Rektorenkonferenz, an umbrella organization that represents German academia with the government and the public.

David Garlan, professor of computer science in the Institute for Software Research, will receive the Nancy Mead Award for Excellence in Software Engineering Education.
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Daniel Pillis, artist-in-residence at the Robotics Institute, recreated the workspace of AI founders Allen Newell and Herbert Simon — down to every possible detail. Using archival photographs, some of the very technology Newell and Simon utilized in their own work and oral accounts from CMU employees that knew them, Pillis spent three years researching and building the installation. His work is a testament to the visionary role these men played in the inception of artificial intelligence.

While the installation has closed, a trove of images remain posted at danielpillis.com/virtual-newell-simon-simulation.

Creatively Consider

YOUR LEGACY

Thanks to the generosity of our alumni, parents and friends, Carnegie Mellon University has a distinctive legacy of INNOVATION AND IMPACT that will stand for generations to come.

As you plan your financial and philanthropic future, please consider giving to CMU, where the latest giving opportunities can be tailored to achieve your goals and provide vital support to our students and faculty.

Visit our new Gift Planning website to learn more.

giftplanning.cmu.edu
askjoebull@andrew.cmu.edu
412-268-5346
With 2017 soon coming to a close, we offer special thanks to our donors for their time, engagement with CMU and the School of Computer Science, volunteerism, and donations to SCS-related funds during fiscal year 2017. We’ve enjoyed connecting and reconnecting with many of you, and we sincerely appreciate your ongoing or first-time support.

**Legend**
- Member of CMU’s Order of the May, recognizing individuals who demonstrate an extraordinary degree of loyalty and support by giving to Carnegie Mellon each fiscal year (July 1 – June 30); circled numeral indicates years of consecutive support
- Donated to SCS-related funds during fiscal year
- Volunteered time and assistance during fiscal year 2017
calendar of events

February 5
Let’s Talk: The Spring Edition

April 20
MOBOT 24 / National Robotics Week

April 19–22
Spring Carnival

May 9
Meeting of the Minds
Undergraduate Research Symposium

May 20
Commencement

Summer 2018
Regional Alumni Events
Locations TBA